Anindya 2011

Raaka 2012

Dear Friends,
There is a nip in the air reminding us the advent of the fall season. Our
minds and hearts leap forward to welcome the festive season that is knocking
at our door.
The journey that a small community of ours had started in 2008 has now
stepped into its 5th successful year. With its foundation getting stronger every
year, our volunteers are confident that the 2012 Sharodutsav being held on
October the 13th will be another great successful event.
The Greater Binghamton Bengali Association invites you to join the 2012
Durga Puja celebration and share the joy and happiness of this festive time
with us. We thank you for your continued participation and generous support.
Warm Sharodiya greetings to all of you and your family,
Sincerely
The 2012 Durga Puja Committee
Greater Binghamton Bengali Association
http://www.binghamtonpuja.org/
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Greater Binghamton Bengali Association:
2012
Committees

Participating Members

Finance

Utpal Roychowdhury, Dilip Hari, Pranab Datta, Sambit Saha, Samir Biswas.

Publicity

Utpal Roychowdhury, Pranab Datta, Dilip Hari, Samir Biswas, Aniruddha
Banerjee, Sambit Saha, Ashim Datta, Manas Chatterji.
Anju Sharma.
Biru Paksha Paul, Pradipta Chatterji, Parveen Paul.

Puja Website
Puja Magazine
Puja Ayojon

Prasad & Bhog
Decoration
Lunch & Dinner
Pratima
Local Artist
Cultural Program
Invited Artist
Cultural Program
Stage & Hall
Management
Reception
Cross Functional
Coordination
Additional Patrons
& Donors

Amol Banerjee (Priest), Aniruddha Banerjee, Damayanti Ghosh, Sheema
Roychowdhury, Shantha Datta, Abha Banerjee, Maitrayee Ganguly,
Sanjukta Nad, Pradipta Chatterji, Anasua Dutta, Anju Sharma.
Subal Kumbhakar, Pradipta Chatterji, Sheema Roychowdhury, Damayanti
Ghosh, Sanjukta Nad, Anju Sharma, Manashi Paul.
Damayanti Ghosh, Anika Kumbhakar, Ishika Kumbhakar, Rabin Das.
Subal Kumbhakar, Dilip Hari, Samir Biswas, Aniruddha Banerjee, Rabin
Das.
Pratima transfer to Hall: Sambit Saha, Subal Kumbhakar, Samir Biswas,
Rabin Das.
Biru Paksha Paul.
Dilip Hari, Aniruddha Banerjee, Sambit Saha.
Bijoy Datta, Rabin Das, Sambit Saha, Aniruddha Banerjee, Samir Biswas,
Dilip Hari, Anju Sharma, Maitrayee Ganguly, Sheema Roychowdhury.
Utpal Roychowdhury, Sambit Saha, Aniruddha Banerjee, Dilip Hari, Samir
Biswas.
Sambit Saha, Utpal Roychowdhury, Pranab Datta, Dilip Hari, Samir Biswas
and Subal Kumbhakar.
Arindam Purakayastha, Manas Chatterji, Kanad & Indrani Ghosh, Subimal
& Sudipta Chatterjee, Hiren & Dipali Banerjee.
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home in US is so good that you want to forget
your old one?
Anyway, whatever may be the reason the
fact is, my trips to India became less and less
frequent once I came to US. I am sure a lot of
others are out there like me. As you visit India so
less often now, the result is, you gradually start
losing the immunity you need to withstand Indian
conditions and way of life there. I am not talking
only of physical and bodily immunity. I am also
talking about losing your mental immunity. Not
sure what I am talking about? Read the following
portion and soon it will be clear to you.
I had the opportunity of visiting Kolkata
recently although for a very short trip of 7 days. I
had to allocate my total trip time between
Kolkata my home city and Delhi my old work
city.

Dilip K Hari
Calcutta has always remained in my heart
and will always remain there. How can you
forget such a great and vibrant city especially
when you have grown there? I always felt sad
about not being able to live enough in Calcutta
ever since I had left the “city of joy” at the end of
my academic years to start my working life in
New Delhi in the year 1983.

I took Qatar Airways flight from JFK to
Doha for onward connection Doha to Kolkata.
This is the first time I went to Kolkata direct as
on all previous trips my port of landing had
always been Delhi or Mumbai for onward
domestic connection to Kolkata. This trip gave
me for the first time an insight into the state of
airport facility at the Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose International Airport at Kolkata.

Since then I had lived in different continents
throughout the globe.
Bombay, Kashmir,
Hyderabad, Nepal and Hong Kong in the AsiaPacific; Baghdad in The Middle East; Mombasa,
Nairobi, Dar-es-salaam and Kampala in Africa
before finally arriving at the US shores.

My flight landed at 3-00 am at Kolkata
International Airport. As I approached the
terminal building, I took a good look at the old
building which looked to me as if the building did
not get a single coat of paint since the time the
building was first constructed decades ago. I
proceeded to Immigration Counter. The first
nd
counter was meant for “special Needs”; the 2
rd
counter read “Diplomats”; the 3 counter said
th
th
“foreigners”; the 4 and 5 counters were meant
th
th
for “Indians”. The queue at the 4 and 5
counters was long yet I stood there along with
many others. After waiting in the queue for a
good 30 minutes or so, one of the Immigration
Officers suddenly appeared and told us we
could go to any counter. I laughed at myself as I
wasted 30 minutes for nothing all the while
watching the empty counters. I also wondered
why the counter signage was permanent and not
dynamic which could be changed based on the
size of the queue so that the passengers are not
misguided. Anyway, I was happy to move to
another counter where there were only two
passengers in front of me. I thought I would
clear fast thru this counter. However, soon I was
disappointed again as I saw the Immigration
Officer manning this counter was going out of

For all the years before my arrival into US, I
had religiously been going to Calcutta with my
entire family for a minimum stay of 3 weeks
every year. Annual vacation is a very natural
thing in those parts of the world that I lived in
and one could not simply avoid the temptation
especially as the vacation along with travel
expenses were always paid by the companies
you worked for. However, that trend changed
the moment I came to US. The vacation
suddenly became a rare commodity. I am not
sure why it became so; is it because life is
harder in US without long vacation entitlement?
Or travel costs are higher now because of the
increased distance? Or because you do not get
reimbursement of annual travel from your
employer? Or because you are so happy and
contented and life is so good here, you do not
want to go away for more than a week or else
you miss US? And may be one week is too short
for a visit to your native country? Or your new
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his desk for each immigration check to consult
his superior who was standing in the area where
passengers queued up at the terminal. I
wondered why this officer was not trained
before, as it clearly looked to me as if he was
receiving on-the-job training. I fully agree that
training is important but most of that should
happen before they are assigned to live counter
and at any other time but definitely not for flights
arriving at 4-00 am when passengers are tired
as most of them could not sleep in the aircraft.
He took a good 30 minutes before he could clear
the only two passengers who were ahead of me.
I was totally restless by that time as I landed
after 18 hours of flying and no sleep at all unlike
the officer who must have had a nice sound
sleep the night before. As I came up to the
counter I knew he would again leave his counter
to consult his superior. So I started by saying
“Namaskar. Ami Kolkatar chele kolkatate phirchi,
checking korar kichui nei”. That worked like
magic. He smiled for the first time and
immediately opened my passport to put the
rubber stamp. It took me just a minute to clear. I
then thought to myself why the two passengers
ahead of me did not try my technique which
would have saved me at least a good 28
minutes. Oh, one more little observation. As I
was standing in the Immigration queue, I wanted
to get rid of the unwanted and used papers such
as used boarding pass, ticket jacket etc. I
carefully scanned the entire terminal to find a
garbage can but found none. In the process
though, I saw waste papers lying all over the
terminal floors. Without a garbage can in sight, I
decided to put back the waste papers I was
holding in my hands into my pocket again
against my wishes. In short, I found a lack of
common sense in the areas observed thus far.

small. However another disappointment was just
waiting outside the terminal at these wee hours
in the morning. As I came out and proceeded to
the prepaid taxi counter outside the terminal,
they allotted me the taxi number. I found my
allotted taxi and placed my baggage in the taxi.
However, my taxi could not move out of the taxi
bay until the five taxis ahead of me drove out.
That took another approximately 30 minutes as
the first taxi in the row was apparently waiting for
one of the passengers out of a group who had
some unfinished business at the terminal
building making all of us wait behind them. I
wondered who thought of a system such as this
and built a small concrete barrier on the left side
of the taxi bay preventing taxis to drive away in
case any taxi in the front of the row has to wait
for any reason such as the one I explained here.
It was a good two and a half hours after my flight
landed that I could finally drive away from this
small, old, dilapidated, unclean and not so busy
airport.
Now started the real sight-seeing segment
of my trip as my taxi entered the VIP Road enroute to Salt Lake. It was early hours of morning
when outside temperature was cool and so I
pulled the windows down for some fresh and
cool air. However, the air was anything but
fresh. All along the road, my eyes were
continuously getting drawn to the heaps of
garbage piled on both sides of the road. The
outside air was helping the bad smell of the
garbage directly enter my nose. I immediately
pulled the windows up. It looked to me as
though there is a competition among people
there for dumping the highest quantity of
garbage right on the side of the road in
anticipation of a reward. I wondered, if this is the
condition of the VIP Road, the gateway to the
city, get ready to see real stuff as you enter the
interiors. Everyone understands that this is
undoubtedly giving a very bad and dirty sense of
arrival to all out-of-state and international visitors
landing at Kolkata but people there are so
immune that they do not want to think about it a
bit.

I then proceeded towards the baggage
handling area and as the wait was unduly long
at the immigration counter, I did not have to wait
for my baggage again as it was already on the
floor. Thanks to the airline staff who removed it
from the conveyor belt and placed it on the floor
for me to pick up. I then went past the customs
check without any questions asked. May be the
officer here was too tired at 4-30 am to ask any
question. The other good thing was the money
changing counter was open despite the fact that
it was sleeping time for most of the people in
Kolkata. Without this money changing facility, I
am not sure how I could pay for the cab. I was
quite happy at that. I then paid for the prepaid
taxi which was not as bad as the queue was

The Salt Lake area is comparatively very
clean though. Anyway, as soon as I reached
home in Salt Lake, I noticed my US phone
charger was not charging my Blackberry. I
immediately realized that this was due to the
different voltage system in India. So I decided to
walk to the Reliance Cell Phone Store just two
blocks from my home. I asked the Customer
Service Staff there what the solution to my
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problem is. He said “You have to phone the
service center”. I said again “Look I am sure
you know this, as many people from US and
Europe must be coming to you with similar
problem”. Like a broken record he again said
“You have to phone the service center”. I was a
bit annoyed at that and raised my voice a little.
The Manager of the stores overheard our
argument and came forward and asked me what
my problem was. I explained to him and
immediately he said “There is a Blackberry
stores two blocks away, they can sort it out”. I
was very pleased and thanked him before
rushing to my new destination. Once in the
Blackberry stores, I spoke to the staff there
about my problem. He said “Your phone battery
may have run out of its life”. I said “Until
yesterday I charged my phone well in US, may
be the problem is due to the voltage”. He was
very kind not to keep arguing like the staff at
Reliance and agreed to my suggestion of trying
a local charger. Bingo, it worked. I bought the
charger and that was a very happy moment for
me as without your cell you feel like totally lost in
this world and that feeling is quite scary and
painful. I wondered again why people at the
customer service here do not have common
sense approach to problem solving.

Gurgaon, my car was driving on a six lane
highway and the roads were clean and the road
sides were nice. This was a toll road. As I
approached the neighborhood in Gurgaon, I saw
tall, beautiful and modern buildings everywhere.
I also saw hotels of international brands all
around. For a while, I felt as if I was in some US
city. As I visited the huge malls and the world
class residences in the area on the following
day, I was happy and proud to see the
achievements of the people there. At the same
time I was sad realizing Kolkata is at a minimum
50 years behind cities such as New Delhi.
I then returned to Kolkata again for another
2 days before my return flight to New York. This
time I had to go and attend a dinner at my
friend’s home at Ballygunge. I was meeting this
friend after decades. I was meeting his wife and
son for the first time in life. So after we finished
our elaborate dinner, we kept on talking as we
had a lot to catch up with each other. Finally I
left his home at 1 am in the morning. My car
started to drive thru EM Bypass. There was no
traffic at that hour. However, barely 15 minutes
on the road, I suddenly started feeling sick in my
stomach. I realized my friend’s wife must have
used some lactose product in any of the dishes
out of many that she cooked with great care and
love that night. As I am lactose intolerant, I knew
I had to go to the nearest restroom without
delay. I started looking for a roadside
McDonalds, Burger King, Dunkin Donuts or even
a gas station with a restroom. Soon I realized
that I would find none here who would let me
use a bathroom. So I asked the driver how fast
we could reach Salt Lake. He said it would
comfortably take at least another 30 minutes.
However, that answer made me very
uncomfortable. I told him to go to Picnic Garden
instead which was nearby. I was lucky as my
sister lived in the area where I could go and use
her bathroom. I wondered what happens to
people there if they cannot wait to answer a
nature’s call. I wondered why in a metropolis of
millions of people they do not think to find a
solution to such problems for a better living
experience.

During my stay in Kolkata, I had to travel
frequently from Salt Lake to Ballygunge and
Gariahat. I always took the famous EM Bypass.
Although it is comparatively a newly built road,
there is no lane marking on the road with the
result people drive in every direction as they see
any gap between cars causing the same traffic
jam, people are used to see on every other road
in the metro. I could never reach my destination
in less than one and half hour which should
ideally take no more than thirty minutes if people
drive within lanes and in a straight line. I
wondered why the city does not use common
sense and do lane markings at least on newly
built roads such as EM Bypass and why they do
not understand that just by driving cars in any
gap they find on the road to get ahead of the car
just behind them do not take them far. Oh, the
other thing I forgot to mention is, although the
EM Bypass does not have garbage dumped on
the sides as I saw on the VIP Road, they have
not made any effort to improve the road sides for
a better driving experience.

On the day I was to catch my return flight, I
was really looking forward to having my favorite
Kolkata food for the last time this trip. So when
one of my friends there invited me for lunch I
immediately told him I want to lunch at
Chungwah, a Chinese restaurant, on the Central
Avenue. I can say with a lot of confidence that
the chilly chicken they serve is so unique which

After 3 days of stay in Kolkata, I took a
flight to New Delhi for a trip of 2 days. I was
amazed to see how the city there was
transforming. On my car ride from the airport to
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to this day I could find nowhere else. My friend
later called me and said the restaurant was
th
closed due to the holiday of 15 August. I then
asked for his suggestion for an alternate venue.
He said how about Mainland China at the South
City mall. Although they serve fusion and not
traditional Kolkata Chinese, I agreed. I was
surprised to see the long queue of people trying
to enter the mall. Later I was told that on any
holiday the mall gets crowded like that. I stood in
line for approx 10 minutes before they let me
pass the security check exactly as we see at the
airport in US. Most of the hotels and malls in
India these days require everyone screened thru
metal detectors. Anyway when I reached
Mainland China, my friend who was waiting
there told me that the waiting time before we get
a table was a minimum 2 hours. I was in no
mood for such a long wait for my lunch. So I
suggested let’s have Kolkata rolls, another
favorite of mine. The mall had plenty of
restaurants but we could not find a single one
that serves rolls there. I was unhappy not
finding a roll shop but utterly disappointed to find
a Subway instead. Anyway, against my wishes,
I had to go to an Indian restaurant at the mall for
lunch. While lunching, I shared a little secret with
my friend about my love for Kolkata food. Like
on each trip to Kolkata, I went this time to one of
my many favorite spots in the city to have
Chinese food, I said to him. I went to Bar-beQue on the Park Street for lunch. The moment
food arrived, decades melt away and old
memories came alive. On a hot summer day in
Kolkata when people outside would be sweating,
I would go inside an air-conditioned Chinese
restaurant like Bar-be-Que and order a chilled
beer which gets served with a bowl of peanuts
followed by an order of chowmein with white
gravy sauce on the top and dry chilly chicken.
The joy was priceless to me. And this is a small
luxury I love to indulge in on my each and every
trip to Kolkata. Thanks to
Bar-be-Que.
They
still
maintain the same standard
and taste to this day. Oh,
the other small luxury I
indulge in on my trip to
Kolkata is to go to
“macheer bazaar” to see
the fish species on display
and spend at least half-anhour to select the one I like
not realizing for a minute
how smelly the whole fish
market is. My friend

laughed at that. They say people always enjoy
and love things in life they have grown with. And
I strongly believe in that.
Finally, in the evening on that day, I went to
the same Kolkata International Airport to catch
my return flight to NYC. This time I saw a bit
more things at the airport that I missed when I
arrived. I found that the Immigration Officers
have so little knowledge about the job they
should be good at and lack a reasonable
communication and conversational skill. As I
was waiting at the airport, I wanted to read a
book. However, there were so many flies all
around the place that I was busy changing seats
to avoid the flies to no avail. It looked to me as if
they never heard of a service called “pest
control”. I also had the opportunity of using the
restroom there. I have in my whole life never
seen repeat never seen an airport restroom so
dirty, dark and full of smell as I saw there. I was
so disgusted at all these that I kept on thinking
about it on my return flight. As I landed at Doha
for my onward flight to NYC, I felt even more
depressed to find that even a young lady
Immigration Officer at Doha knows her job pretty
well and smiles and talks to you unlike what I
just saw in my beloved city Kolkata. Immediately
I knew that if there is a list of the worst
international airports in the world, Kolkata
International Airport undoubtedly shall top that
list.
I kept on wondering how the old saying
“What Bengal thinks today, India thinks
tomorrow and the world day after” can be
rewritten so that the phrase still has some
meaning. So first I thought it should be rewritten
as “What the world thinks today, India thinks
tomorrow and Bengal day after”. However, after
a very careful deliberation I feel the appropriate
thing to say would be “What the world thinks
today, India thinks tomorrow and Bengal after
half a century”. It is in the
hands of the people in
Kolkata to wake up and act
responsibly now for a
fundamental
and
meaningful
change
of
attitude if they want to retain
the same old phrase in its
original form.
Oh Kolkata-Why do I
still miss you?
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Ode to Mahamaya
Sambit Saha
Where the soft wind chimes
Under the autumn October sun
Where the Susquehanna warbles
While making another lazy turn
I feel the color of your radiant saree
In red maples and orange elms
I smell the fragrance of your presence
In our scented hills and glens.
Where the hay is golden
And corn and apples grow
Where Route 96 and Farmer’s markets
Have a cheerful glow
I worship you my Goddess mother
For the bounty you bestow.

,

When night falls in half our world
Demons and vampires abound
Without taking a buffalo form, they hide
In Abbotabad and Wall Street’s Ashura town
Mahishashur Mardini, our dearest mother
Your light makes fiends flee
O divine protector from our tormenters
Our faith binds us to thee.
When dawn breaks out after a long fought night
The skies have a vermillion hue
Spotted owls and swans in Catskills woods
And mice and pea fowl too
Dream of frolicking with your children
And bring a smile to you.

,

Soon there will be winter
And water will freeze in creeks
Fleeting glimpses of your shapely shadow
Shall be seen in snow covered peaks
Your heavenly abode will always be
Where we will imagine it to be
And once again, winter, spring and summer
Will roll into another autumn, blissfully.
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Thoughts on Hanoi: A One
Month Retrospective

and a second passenger carrying ten feet long
wood or pipe.) No matter how clean and fresh
smelling I am when I leave from either direction,
within few minutes I am a sweaty, dirty, exhaust
soaked mess. Now, on a bicycle, I am the lowest
on the traffic food chain, my little bell useless
against the constant blaring of car and motorbike
horns. And so far my most prized trophy of
Hanoi life is the four-inch burn scar across my
calf from a motorcycle exhaust pipe which I call:
the Hanoi tattoo – the proof of my rocky
inductance to this city.
Perhaps this description makes my time here
sound rather unpleasant. That’s not the case at all,
but neither is it an exotic year long jungle
sabbatical during which I plan to find myself,
Eat, Pray, Love style. I am, after all, in a city of a
population of seven million, a quickly developing
metropolis – but with the vestiges of village life
at the ground level, shadowed by the construction
of new skyscrapers. A side street that I have
passed every day so far is suddenly
unrecognizable due to new construction. The
shiny new car and motorcycle dealerships that
have replaced secondhand bicycle shops are
fronted by tiny old carts selling snacks and tea. I
live across from an enormous modern convention
center- meanwhile I often have to slosh through
my flooded alleyway to get to the rusted gate of
my house.

Raaka Kumbhakar
Author’s Note: I have been living in Hanoi,
Vietnam for the past month, and will be here until
the very end of June 2013. Unwilling to go back
to living in the library for four more years
immediately after four years of college, I have
deferred medical school for one year to accept a
Fulbright grant to do research at the Hanoi
School of Public Health. My formal project deals
with correlating historical infectious disease data
with climatologic/ecological factors, with the
hope that the modeled results can incite some
policy change. My informal project deals with
eating as much street food as possible, haggling
badly in very poor Vietnamese for both shoes and
vegetables, and trying to explore as much of the
city as possible on my new and beloved bicycle.

American and Korean culture pervade the
minds of the young here. This is not somewhere
one comes to escape Western influence. Though
Uncle Ho still reigns supreme, the Manifest
Destiny of Western commercialism has not been
halted here either. The Vietnamese I’ve met have
been insistent on guiding me to the best
restaurants by Western definition, have told me to
take taxis, have told me the modern malls where I
can shop. They cannot grasp why somebody
raised in a sterilized suburbia in US, would want
to have a thick, painfully strong Vietnamese iced
coffee spiked with just a bit of condensed milk
(ca phe sua da) while sitting by the side of a
neighborhood “lake” (toxic pond) rather than in
an air conditioned, wireless-ready coffee shop. Or
why I, like them, somehow enjoy sweating
buckets while eating a huge bowl of boiling hot
spicy pho while squatting on a plastic stool
outside of a storefront in 95 degree weather. One

I thought I knew traffic after living part of
my life in big cities. But I was wrong. I have not
known traffic until now. When walking the halfmile back to my shared house from my office at
the Hanoi School of Public Health, I often find
myself, on foot, part of the bumper to bumper (or,
more accurately, motorbike to motorbike) melee.
Though cars are becoming more prevalent than
before, this is a city of motorcycles - hurtling
recklessly everywhere, on the sidewalk, the
wrong way down one way streets, stopping
suddenly, darting out with no warning from
alleyways. (Their carriage is even more absurd.
So far, I have seen motorbikes carrying full
families, a refrigerator, a tree, cages of roosters,
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still overcharging me), learning to drive a
motorcycle for the first time in my life, not dying
every time I get onto my bicycle, finally being
able to unlock the house gate and door on the first
try…. And I still have a language to fight my way
through, plenty of challenges dealing with
research, a city to explore, and friends to make.
Being able to define my success in measures that
are unrelated to work or school has made me
come closer to knowing myself and my real
capabilities, and well on my way to loving this
city.
And though there are challenges here,
there’s not much pressure. Here, I’m an outsider
no matter what. And so though I’m constantly
being watched, it’s more as a curiosity than out of
judgment. So when I meander towards a food
stall just because the smoke wafting from it has
lured me there and everybody pauses to stare at
me, I can just cheerfully mime and point and ask
how much and then slurp down my noodles while
trying to eat soup with chopsticks, no problem.
When people ask where I’m from, they are
genuinely friendly and open; despite all what I’ve
heard about the hardened and cold people of
Hanoi. Yes, any walk I take is echoed by xe om
(motorbike taxis, literally “motorbike hug”)
drivers yelling “Moto! Moto” after me, but I
never feel harassed or followed. Hanoi is used to
visitors, so though I am an outlier, I am not an
attraction, and generally I get ignored, leaving me
to observe my hectic environment in peace.

of the best images I have burned into my mind of
this is me sitting on one of those stools with two
friends, eating the popular banh minh sandwich
(a veritable textural and taste masterpiece of an
airy French roll stuffed with crisp pickled
vegetables, cucumber, grilled pork, pate, and chili
sauce for about $1.50) in front of a KFC, from
which small Vietnamese children stared down at
us while eating our version of fast food.
I am not really prone to quixotic flights of
fancy regarding second world life. Kolkata is
truly an analogous city in this scenario, and I
hope that my descriptions of Hanoi reflect
personal views of that city. Hanoi is not a
magical shining jewel waiting to be discovered,
no matter what travel writers will have us think.
It is dirty, muggy, hot, and crowded. I don’t think
I’ve stopped sweating since I’ve arrived. The
language barrier is maddening and isolating. My
first day in my new house, my roommates and I
bonded by carrying out a mass cockroach
assassination (55 at the last count). I get woken
up every day at five o’ clock by a rooster who
lives next door. Every bicycle ride is both
exhilarating and terrifying. But isn’t it things like
this that make life count? I have a schedule- I go
to bed at the same time, I wake up at the same
time, I go to work and do the same things every
day. But I’m not bored and even nine months
from now I don’t think I will be. Every day is a
challenge, and consequently, the smallest victory
is enough to shape my day. The first time I
successfully withdrew money from the ATM
here, the first time a market lady allowed me to
drop her asking price for vegetables (no doubt

An NGO worker here mentioned to me that
in terms of tourism, Hanoi is not an ideal location
and can easily leave a visitor disillusioned
(though many love it). I agree. This is not a city
of destinations- it is the destination. Living here,
slowly, surely, carving out a spot on the madness,
as I do every day on my bicycle, gives an
enormous payoff. In both cases, the best way to
survive is to follow the current rather than
fighting it, at which point I can look around and
discover my surroundings rather than fighting
them off.
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patch. June and Herb gave us two sleds, one
purple and one blue, for us to ride in the winter.
As college admissions loomed for my sister,
I was left to play soccer by myself. Perhaps June
and Herb saw my monotonous routine of kicking
a ball against a stone wall, so they gave me
some things they had had for a long time: a
croquet set, a Frisbee, and a basketball. They
were joyous each Halloween, when we trick- ortreated at their house first. We felt blessed to
have such kind, thoughtful neighbors.
June and Herb were both stronger than we
had known. As Herb left his wife to live in a
nursing home, June undoubtedly became
stressed. When she asked me to help her to
move furniture one day, I saw mounds of bills and
paperwork on the floors. Surely this was more
stress than June could manage? However, even
if she was burdened, she never lat that show.
June asked about my sister and sympathized
with her college admissions anxiety. Never
showing a burdened face, June always managed
a cheerful “Howdy!” or “How ya doin’?” whenever
we met outdoors. She joyously congratulated my
sister when she was leaving for college, and then
turned to me and said, “Five more years until it’s
your turn!”

Nisarga Nilotpal Paul
When we first moved into Cortland 5 years
ago, we moved into what I thought to be an
elderly neighborhood. With no children my age
nearby, I knew that the only person I could play
with was my sister. I was apprehensive about
meeting my neighbors. Expecting a grumpy old
couple who yells at us to get off of their lawn, my
sister and I stayed strictly in our own backyard
whenever we played soccer. If the ball ever rolled
onto their yard, we would sprint over, looking
guilty, and sprint back with the ball in our arms.

I suppose I had always naively considered
June an everlasting presence by our side. I took it
for granted that she would be there to
congratulate me when I graduate, like she was
for my sister, and that she would always greet us
on holidays like she had throughout those years.
However, wonderful things never last forever, and
neighbors are no exception.

As time went on, however, we never saw an
angry man or woman walking outside to scold us.
In fact, one day we saw our neighbors walking
towards us with cheerful smiles. My sister and I
smiled back and learned that their names were
June and Herb. They explained how they had
seen us playing soccer, and how they had
observed that we weren’t the reckless type. “Feel
free to use our yard if you want.” Herb said. “Just
watch the vegetable patch… and try not to kick
the ball at the house.” June added. We agreed
and thanked them profusely. Smiling, they walked
slowly back into their house.

June passed away about a year later. I am
not sure when I last saw her, but my sister
remembers last talking to June in our backyard
about her college life. The day June passed
away, we were told, she drove herself to the
hospital. Even on her last day, June did not want
to worry others with her problems. Throughout all
of her troubles, through all of her stress, she
remained strong.
She never wished to worry others, only to
make them happy. As I remember from our first
years in Cortland, Herb used to call June his
“earth angel”. My neighbors have undoubtedly
touched many lives in their time; though we’d
only known them for a few years, they also
touched ours.

With great joy, my sister and I enjoyed
running up and down a big field. We came to see
that our neighbors were not the grumpy ones we
had been expecting. They were the exact
opposite. We were amazed at their kindness.
When fall came, they would give us a few
homegrown vegetables and tomatoes from their
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Durga Puja: 26 Ashwin 1419:
13 October 2012
08:00 AM-12.30 PM: Puja (Pushpanjali at 12.15 PM)
12:30 - 1.30 PM: Prasad + Lunch
1:30 - 2.00 PM: Dashami Puja + Pushpanjali +
Bisharjan
02:00 - 02:30 PM: Sindoor Utsab + Bijoya + Dhak
02:30 - 05:00 PM: Break
05:00 - 5:30 PM: Sandhya Aarti
05:30 - 06:15 PM: Local Program: Matreebandana
6:15 - 07:00 PM: Invited Artist: Kajori Chakravorty
07:00 - 08:15 PM: Dinner
8:30 - 11:00 PM: Invited Artist: Puja Chatterjee

Kajori Chakravorty

Puja Chatterjee

